DESIGN SOLUTION
RESTAURANT

Mr. Feank Yaquinto operates
several popular restaurants in
downtown Plymouth, Michigan.
Part of the recent renovations
to his Fiamma Grille included a
barrel vault ceiling with a painted
drywall surface that was added
to the main dining room. Patrons
seeking an intimate meal and
conversation found the new
dining room uncomfortably loud,
with noise also spilling into the
adjacent bar. When patrons
began asking to be seated in other
areas of the restaurant, Frank
knew he had a problem.
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Ann Arbor, MI

Mr. Yaquinto met with Acoustics
By Design founder, Kendric Van
Wyk and met with Mandy Kachur
of their Eastern Michigan office.
Mandy then performed a detailed
acoustical analysis of the Fiamma
Grille. Her final report included
recommendations to resolve the
excessive reverberation. Adding
acoustical absorption to the barrel
vault ceiling within the dining room
was considered a high priority
among the many options.

Mandy Kuchur recommended
SonaKrete™, ICC’s newest product.
SonaKrete™ fills a void in the highend market of acoustic finishes.
When it comes to aesthetics,
physical toughness, economy
of installation and performance,
SonaKrete™ is in a league of its own.
It soon became apparent that Frank
couldn’t compromise on appearance
or customer comfort. The SonaKrete
installation was scheduled for a
Sunday and Monday; days the
restaurant was normally closed.
The positive comments from
both patrons and staff following
the application were universally
complimentary. Now that the
acoustics have been perfected,
the renovated dining room is living
up to its original expectations and
Fiamma Grille patrons and staff
love the new space.

Contact International Cellulose Corporation today at (800) 444-1252 or at www.spray-on.com for complete details
on how ICC can improve your building projects. ICC also offers architects an AIA/CES HSW Lunch N Learn program.
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Why do you need to
consider acoustics?
There are so many things to
consider when designing a
restaurant, bar, or nightclub,
that acoustics are sometimes
overlooked. This can have
disastrous results, ranging
from unhappy customers
to costly health and safety
violations. This can easily
be avoided with SonaKrete
Premium Acoustical Finish.
The resilient fibers of
SonaKrete absorb sound
energy instead of reflecting
it, reducing reverberation
time and making speech
and music more intelligible.
SonaKrete reduces excessive
noise while greatly improving
ambient sound quality.
SonaKrete is available in
two standard colors, and can
also be produced in custom
matched, integrated colors.

Sunfire grill at Sunserra Resort

Cresent Bar, WA

The Sunfire Grill near Quincy, Washington prides itself by offering exquisite cuisine and
breath-taking scenery. Restauranteur Karl Winchester and his wife Dori have forty-five
years combined experience in the restaurant industry which adds a level of pride to every
plate they serve. What they did not expect was how the new dining room’s reverberation
time would spoil the grand opening. Thirty seconds after the music began they had it
stopped; it was total noise overload. The Greenbush Group, an acoustical consulting
firm from Seattle, was contacted to make recommendations. They suggested spraying
the ceiling with ICC’s K-13 or SonaSpray“fc”. The local ICC licensed installer, Curtis
Giffin of Western Spray-On Insulation, had the unique privilege of introducing Karl to
ICC’s new, trowel-finished SonaKrete™. This made SonaKrete™ a surefire choice. At
3/4 inch, SonaKrete™ provided an NRC of .75. Upon completion, the objectionable
4.0+ second reverberation time was reduced to 1.5 seconds.
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